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1. Introduction 

1-1. Overview of ETMC Coin

ETMC (Entertainment Coin) is an innovative blockchain-based cryptocurrency, born to 

lead a new leap in the global entertainment industry. Based on the unique advantages of 

blockchain technology, ETMC Coin creates an environment where creators, performers, 

fans, and entertainment industry workers can operate fairly and efficiently. This 

establishes a healthy ecosystem where creativity can flourish, presenting a new industry 

model that enhances both economic value and social impact.

ETMC Coin has been developed to solve various challenges in the entertainment industry. 

Traditional problems like complex and opaque contracting processes, excessive 

intermediary fees, unfair revenue distribution, and difficulties in copyright management 

have been disadvantageous to both creators and consumers. ETMC Coin aims to solve 

these problems, providing direct benefits to ecosystem participants and opening up 

revolutionary development possibilities.

Technological Innovation and Ecosystem Construction

ETMC Coin utilizes the decentralized nature of blockchain to provide a high level of trust 

and security without intermediaries. This enables direct connections between consumers 

and creators, enhancing the quality of interactions and guaranteeing immediate rewards 

for various activities. Using blockchain's smart contract functionality, all transactions are 

transparently recorded and automatically executed based on the progress of the work. 

This guarantees contract fulfillment and reduces legal complexity, while also helping 

copyright owners earn rightful revenue from their works.

A Companion in the Global Entertainment Industry 

As a companion in the globally distributed entertainment industry, ETMC Coin enables 

collaborations and transactions beyond regional boundaries. Using the coin for global 

audition participation, dance academy enrollment, live streaming subscriptions, and voting 

simplifies user experiences and eliminates complicated currency exchange processes. A 

unified token system facilitates interactions between creators and fans and improves 

access to numerous performances, events, and promotions.

Sustainable Economic Model
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ETMC Coin establishes a sustainable economic model that forms its own value circulation 

within the entertainment industry. Fans can directly support their favorite content using 

ETMC tokens. Creators can produce more successful works based on fan participation 

and support, with the resulting revenue reinvested into new projects. This circular 

structure is designed to stimulate industry growth and ensure benefits for all members of 

the entertainment ecosystem.

Community-Centered Approach 

ETMC Coin highly values the power of the community and focuses on the way fans and 

creators interact. Community members can contribute to the development of the 

ecosystem by participating in activities such as voting, content creation, and 

crowdfunding through ETMC Coin. Additionally, the community's opinions significantly 

influence the evolution of projects and policy decisions, and a well-organized governance 

structure ensures the realization of all participants' voices. 

Partnership between Creators and Consumers 

ETMC Coin strengthens the bond between creators and consumers, bridging a better 

economic value exchange. In various activities like streaming services, digital album 

purchases, and concert ticket reservations, ETMC Coin offers an innovative economic 

mechanism to both users and creators. This partnership leads to true advancement in the 

entertainment industry, making it healthier and more dynamic.

In conclusion, ETMC Coin aims to establish itself as a catalyst for new economic activities 

and creative innovations in the entertainment and content fields. Through the fundamental 

changes brought by blockchain technology, we will provide greater opportunities and fair 

rewards to all stakeholders. ETMC Coin will be the cornerstone of an entertainment 

ecosystem where creators, consumers, and investors can all thrive together.
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1-2. Vision and Mission

Establishing a New Standard in Global Entertainment

The vision of ETMC (Entertainment Coin) is to integrate the entertainment markets of 

different countries into one unified global ecosystem. We imagine a future where creators 

are fairly rewarded for their talents, fans interact in deeper and more personalized ways, 

and all ecosystem members share in the fruits of growth and development. To achieve 

this, ETMC Coin introduces innovative blockchain technology to establish new standards 

in the entertainment industry. Our goal is to create an environment where every individual 

can directly benefit economically through creative assets.

Realizing a Decentralized Entertainment Economy

The mission of ETMC Coin is to implement a fair and transparent entertainment economy 

using decentralized blockchain technology. We aim to realize this mission based on the 

following core values:

 Transparency: Transparency is the foundation of the ETMC Coin ecosystem. The 

immutability and distributed ledger technology of blockchain provide reliability to all 

participants. Creators can actively manage their rights by monitoring in real-time 

how their works are used and how revenues are distributed. Performers, fans, and 

investors can avoid risks associated with transaction opacity and make rational 

decisions based on accurate information. All transactions are traceable, and smart 

contracts ensure swift and accurate execution, promoting economic activities 

based on trust.

 Distribution Power: ETMC Coin enhances the global distribution power of content, 

making creators' works easily accessible worldwide. Blockchain technology allows 

creators to freely distribute their work across borders, playing a crucial role in new 

market entry and fan base expansion. Digital rights management of works solves 

the so-called 'copyright management' problem and provides creators with a stable 

revenue stream. Furthermore, clear and straightforward global transactions through 

ETMC Coin enhance the accessibility of content for fans through 

internationalization and popularization.

 Participation and Reward: ETMC Coin offers a reward system that turns active 

community participation into tangible rewards. Users who play a leading role in 

content consumption, platform activities, and community building receive 
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substantial rewards in the form of tokens. This encourages active participation and 

strengthens the interaction between creators and fans. The more attention a 

creator's content receives, the greater the revenue, leading to improved content 

development and quality. ETMC Coin aims to enable this virtuous cycle, creating a 

sustainable model where all ecosystem participants share the fruits of growth.

Our goal is to optimize the entire value chain of the entertainment industry through this 

powerful platform, encouraging healthy communication between fans and creators. ETMC 

Coin will play a leading role in nurturing the entertainment industry from a global 

perspective by discovering and nurturing talent and creating unique content value through 

various applications and services covering the entire entertainment industry. ETMC Coin 

aims for a more fair, transparent, and accessible industry structure through a 

blockchain-based entertainment platform. In processes involving long-distance 

transactions in the global market, complex contract procedures, and sharing of various 

cultures and styles across boundaries, ETMC Coin will play a crucial role. Our ultimate 

goal is to create a world where creators enjoy the freedom of creation and fans connect 

more deeply with the content they love. ETMC Coin invites you on this journey to realize 

this vision and mission.
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1-3. Current State of the Entertainment Market

Global Trends and Challenges In the 21st century, the entertainment industry has 

experienced rapid growth due to the advancement of digital technology and increased 

internet usage worldwide. The emergence of streaming services fundamentally changed 

the consumption of music, movies, TV shows, games, and live content. Particularly, the 

COVID-19 pandemic accelerated this digital transformation. People can now experience 

diverse cultures and arts from around the world without leaving their homes. However, 

this rapid change has also brought significant challenges. Copyright infringement, illegal 

reproduction, and unfair revenue distribution have severely impacted creators and 

copyright holders. The dominance of a few large intellectual property (IP) owners has 

limited the revenue-generating ability of smaller creators. Additionally, as intermediaries 

and platforms take a larger share of profits, the actual earnings for creators have 

relatively decreased.

Another critical issue is the complexity of international transactions and copyright 

management. Licensing agreements and copyright laws across different countries pose 

significant obstacles for creators, not only limiting consumers' access to content but also 

hindering creators' expansion into new markets. With technological advancements, new 

challenges and opportunities have arisen. The development of social media and mobile 

technology has allowed content to spread faster and wider. This presents an opportunity 

for creators and celebrities to establish direct relationships with fans and widely promote 

their work. However, to fully leverage these opportunities, a new economic structure and 

a way of creating and distributing content outside the constraints of mainstream platforms 

are needed.

ETMC Coin confronts these current issues and challenges of the entertainment industry 

and offers solutions through blockchain technology. Our goal is to build an ecosystem 

where creators can fully profit from their passion and provide global fans with 

opportunities to experience new content and support creators. ETMC Coin facilitates the 

worldwide distribution of such content, leads fair value exchange among fans, creators, 

and investors, and creates a new paradigm where everyone can share the benefits of 

creation.
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2. The Role of ETMC Coin in the Entertainment Market

The entertainment industry is experiencing unprecedented growth due to the 

advancement of communication technology and the rise of digital media. At the heart of 

this growth, ETMC Coin leads the transformation of the industry, playing an innovative 

role in various aspects of the entertainment market. ETMC Coin leverages blockchain 

technology in the key areas we will explore below to provide new models of value 

creation and change the market through interactions among participants.

Building a New Business Model Centered on Creators

ETMC Coin offers a new business model where creators and content producers can earn 

direct and fair revenue from their creations. By ensuring creative works are fairly 

evaluated and minimizing unnecessary middle costs in the sales and distribution process, 

it supports free creative activities to become economically sustainable businesses.

Expanding Participation in Global Performances and Events

ETMC Coin provides a platform for fans to participate in global auditions, live streaming, 

and performances, enabling worldwide audience engagement. Its payment system using 

coins simplifies and makes transparent cross-border transactions, helping fans more easily 

access their favorite artists and performances.

Providing Rewards and Customized Content

ETMC Coin establishes mechanisms that reward active community participation and 

consumer behavior. By paying users in coins for voting, reviewing, content sharing, and 

mutually beneficial activities on the platform, it encourages a culture of sharing and 

participation. This reward system offers customized content to users, enriching their 

experience and turning online consumer engagement into real value.

Creating New Partnership and Collaboration Opportunities

ETMC Coin generates new partnership and collaboration opportunities for various vertical 

integrations within the industry. The coin ecosystem brings together different industry 

stakeholders such as artists, music companies, event organizers, advertisers, and 

technology providers, enabling collaborative business models like sponsorships for offline 

events, collaborations, and joint promotions.
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ETMC Coin creates a new ecosystem within the entertainment industry where all 

members can be recognized for their value. We aim to achieve this through direct 

revenue generation from creative works, expanded participation in global performances 

and events, democratized data accessibility and reward systems, and partnerships and 

collaborations within the network. All these elements will enhance the efficiency of the 

broader entertainment industry and create a healthy interdependence between creators 

and consumers, establishing ETMC Coin as a central axis of the industry.
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2-1. Problems in the Existing Entertainment Industry

Necessity to Improve Unfair Revenue Distribution

In the current entertainment industry, the revenue share that creators receive from their 

work is unjustly low in most cases. Music streaming services, movie production, and other 

content distribution platforms are dominated by large corporations and intermediaries, 

who take most of the profits. The amount available to most creators is minimal, negatively 

impacting their ability to engage in commercial creative activities. We aim to achieve more 

fair and balanced revenue distribution through ETMC Coin, allowing creators to receive a 

reasonable share from their creative efforts.

Enhancing Copyright Protection and Digital Rights Management

Copyright and digital rights management of content require complex legal procedures and 

significant costs. Illegal copying and copyright infringement not only negatively impact the 

revenue and motivation of creators but also raise questions about the overall legitimacy of 

the content industry. ETMC Coin strengthens copyright protection through blockchain’s 

smart contracts and transaction records, ensuring that all usage and distribution of works 

are conducted through legal procedures.

Addressing Centralization Issues

Market centralization refers to the excessive influence held by a few large corporations 

and platforms. This structure makes it difficult for emerging creators and small businesses 

to enter and compete in the market. ETMC Coin offers a decentralized new economic 

system, providing equal opportunities for creators and fostering an environment where 

more diverse and innovative content can emerge in the market.

Improving Transaction and Contract Transparency

The lack of transparency in transactions and contracts in the entertainment industry 

creates mistrust among fans, creators, and investors. Additionally, creators struggle to 

protect their rights due to obligations not specified in contracts or complex regulations. 

ETMC Coin records all details transparently on a blockchain-based contract system, 

ensuring that contract conditions are clear, automatically executed, and transactions are 

based on mutual trust.

Increasing Accessibility and Crossing Regional Distribution Boundaries
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Regional distribution issues limit the circulation of creative works within specific national 

borders. ETMC Coin provides creators the opportunity to distribute their works globally 

and removes obstacles that may arise in the process. The international spread of content 

opens up new fan bases for creators and the possibility of reaching a wider audience. By 

solving these problems, ETMC Coin aims to create a more transparent, efficient, and open 

entertainment industry, where creators are fairly rewarded for their talent and can interact 

directly with a global audience.
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2-2. Innovation Brought by Blockchain Solutions

The advent of blockchain technology acts as a game changer in the entertainment 

industry. By adopting this technology, ETMC Coin brings the following innovative changes 

to the entertainment market:

Automated Revenue Distribution Through Smart Contracts

Blockchain-based smart contracts enable the automation of revenue distribution. For 

instance, creators automatically receive a share of revenue each time their music is 

played, in a transparent and immutable manner as per contract terms. This allows 

creators to generate revenue smoothly and gain financial freedom, encouraging more 

creative activities.

Enhanced Copyright Protection

ETMC Coin uses blockchain's timestamping feature and immutable record characteristics 

to enhance copyright protection. When a work is registered on the network, an immutable 

record is created, clearly identifying the original source and copyright holder of the work. 

This helps creators prove ownership of their work and protect against illegal copying and 

copyright infringement.

Decentralized Distribution and Marketplace

ETMC Coin provides a decentralized platform for distributing and trading creative works 

without central control. This platform allows creators to sell their content globally and 

reach a wider audience. By offering a way for outstanding content to spread worldwide 

without relying on centralized platforms, it promotes market diversification and expands 

opportunities for creators.

Transparent Fan Participation and Reward System

ETMC Coin introduces a system that tangibly rewards fan participation. Fans' involvement 

and support are converted into tokens, recognizing their evaluations, sharing, or other 

forms of encouragement as having direct monetary value. This motivates fans to actively 

participate in the creative process and content distribution, laying the foundation for 

community-centered ecosystem development.

Building a True Global Network
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The ETMC platform establishes a global network where creators, investors, content 

consumers, advertisers, and industry experts can connect. Through this network, new 

partnerships are formed, and unique entertainment projects emerge. Moreover, blockchain 

technology creates an environment conducive to smooth international collaboration and 

transactions, enhancing the industry's overall connectivity and integration.

ETMC Coin and blockchain solutions have the potential to bring revolutionary changes to 

the entertainment industry. These changes will create a new market structure beneficial to 

both creators and consumers through efficient revenue distribution, enhanced copyright 

protection, freedom in decentralized distribution and trading, transparent fan participation 

and reward mechanisms, and the establishment of a true global network. This innovation 

will transform the entertainment ecosystem in a future-oriented way, where creators 

around the world are recognized for the value of their work, and consumers enjoy a 

variety of rich content.
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2-3. Entertainment Areas Supported by ETMC Coin 
     (K-Audition, Dancer Academy, Live Streaming

Blockchain technology brings fresh innovation to the entertainment industry, and ETMC 

Coin is at the forefront of this change. ETMC Coin drives innovation in each entertainment 

area, and its roles in specific areas are as follows:

K-Audition: A Platform for Boundary-Free Talent Discovery

The introduction of blockchain in the K-Audition sector removes barriers to international 

talent discovery and participation. ETMC Coin enables artists and performers to 

participate in auditions worldwide, allowing the exhibition and recognition of talent beyond 

regional limits. Payments for audition participation, voting, and feedback systems are all 

facilitated using ETMC Coin, with blockchain ensuring transparency and trustworthiness in 

all processes. Additionally, participants can permanently record their talents on the 

blockchain, solidifying their ownership and rights over their creations.

Dancer Academy: Enhancing Expertise and Providing Fair Opportunities

ETMC Coin collaborates with professional educational institutions like Dancer Academies 

to enhance the accessibility of dance education and provide equal learning opportunities. 

It can be used for paying academy fees, registering for online workshops, and awarding 

lecture incentives. Notably, ETMC Coin introduces a performance-based reward system to 

encourage outstanding students and invigorate the dance community. Interactions 

between the academy's faculty and students are recorded on the blockchain, offering a 

performance-based incentive mechanism not found in traditional education systems.

Live Streaming: Innovating Audience Participation and Creator Revenue

In the live streaming sector, ETMC Coin, through blockchain, facilitates a unique audience 

experience and direct revenue generation for creators. Streamers can sell digital tickets 

for their performances, lectures, performances, or receive sponsorships, all through ETMC 

Coin. Advertisers can also use ETMC Coin to invest in appropriate content, gaining 

greater connectivity with a wider audience. Audience participation, likes and shares of 

streaming content, and real-time feedback are all activities that can be rewarded through 

ETMC Coin, enhancing interaction between the audience and streamers.

ETMC Coin leads blockchain-driven innovation in various aspects of the entertainment 

industry, from K-Auditions to Dancer Academies and Live Streaming. It ensures 
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appropriate compensation and rights protection for creators and provides unprecedented 

participation opportunities for fans, transforming the entertainment sector into a more 

vibrant and dynamic space. This innovative approach enhances the value of the coin, 

offers deeper and richer entertainment experiences to audiences worldwide, and creates 

new opportunities for creativity and expression.
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3. Introduction to ETMC Coin Technology and Platform

ETMC Coin utilizes innovative blockchain technology to create and redistribute economic 

value in various aspects of the entertainment industry. This is implemented on a 

decentralized platform that enhances transparent transactions, supports creators, and 

strengthens social interactions.

Technical Foundation of ETMC Coin

The technological foundation of ETMC Coin is a decentralized blockchain network, where 

each transaction is verified by network participants and recorded in a permanent ledger. 

This structure ensures the integrity and security of data, providing users with smooth 

transactions. The smart contracts, a key component of blockchain, automate agreements 

between users and execute transactions automatically when conditions are met, enabling 

value transfer in real-time without intermediaries. Strong encryption technology is applied 

to protect user transactions, and unique personal information or wallet addresses are 

managed while protecting privacy.

Functionality of the ETMC Platform

The ETMC platform offers various features that facilitate interactions between creators 

and consumers, including an integrated cryptocurrency wallet, user-friendly interface, and 

sophisticated data analysis tools. The platform provides easy access to high-quality 

streaming services, content platforms, advertising networks, and entertainment-related 

promotions. Additionally, it offers marketing and promotion tools, event management 

systems, and tools for building creator fan communities, helping creators grow their brand 

and monetize their efforts.

Data Analysis and Insight Generation

The ETMC platform supports users and creators in making decisions based on internal 

data. Analytical tools deeply analyze fans' behavior, content performance, and market 

trends, allowing creators to strategically develop and market their content. Data is 

recorded in real-time on the blockchain, providing users with transparent and trustworthy 

insights.

Connecting Celebrities and Brands on the Platform

ETMC Coin offers attractive partnership and advertising opportunities to celebrities and 
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brands. Brands can collaborate with famous celebrities to promote their products or 

services, leveraging the celebrity's follower base. Transactions in this process are 

managed and executed automatically through smart contracts. This creates transparent 

relationships that provide equal benefits to both brands and celebrities and offer valuable 

content to fans.

ETMC Coin and its associated platform bring a breath of fresh air to the entertainment 

industry through technological innovation. This technological infrastructure strengthens 

interactions among creators, consumers, and brands, drives active community 

participation, and creates new economic opportunities. ETMC Coin is a powerful tool that 

enables new entertainment experiences and is essential in building an ecosystem where 

all stakeholders can prosper together.
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3-1. Technical Discussion on the Celebrity and Brand Connection 

Platform

Blockchain technology enables new platforms that facilitate collaborations between 

celebrities (celebs) and brands. ETMC Coin plays a central role in fostering and 

strengthening these connections, offering mutually beneficial marketing and promotional 

opportunities for both parties. 

(1) Benefits of Blockchain for Celeb-Brand Connections 

Enhancing Transparency and Trust

Brands often seek to leverage the influence and fan base of specific celebs to promote 

their products or services. ETMC Coin uses blockchain to make all agreements between 

celebs and brands transparent, ensuring high reliability. Users can check the terms of 

agreements made through smart contracts in real time, providing assurance that the 

agreements are being fairly executed.

Rapid Transaction Execution

The automatic execution feature of smart contracts enables quick transactions in sales, 

promotional activities, and reward payments. For example, if a celeb participates in a 

campaign to sell a brand's product, they can automatically receive rewards based on 

sales performance or provide incentives to participating fans in ETMC Coin for special 

event. 

Enhancing the Value of Influencer Marketing 

In influencer marketing, the credibility and relevance of celebs are crucial. ETMC Coin 

objectively and accurately measures the influence and engagement of celebs through 

blockchain analysis tools. This allows brands to evaluate and optimize the results of 

marketing campaigns in real time, and celebs to confidently demonstrate their network 

and influence. 

(2) Functions of ETMC Coin and Celebrity-Brand Connection Platform 

Customized Campaigns and Targeting

The celeb-brand connection platform using ETMC Coin supports the planning of 
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customized campaigns tailored to the brand's requirements and the celeb's 

characteristics. Celebs can establish brand partnerships utilizing their personal brand and 

reputation, and blockchain’s data analysis features optimize targeting based on fans' 

reactions and engagement.

Intimate Interaction with Brand Communities

Blockchain technology enables celebs to interact directly with their fans, growing the 

brand community. Through ETMC Coin, fans value their interaction with celebs more, 

motivating all participants to form long-term relationships.

Performance-Based Reward System for Partnerships

The blockchain platform utilizing ETMC Coin accurately measures the performance of 

partnerships and provides rewards based on these metrics to both celebs and brands. 

When campaign goals such as sales increase, brand recognition, and customer 

engagement are achieved, the relevant participants automatically receive rewards.

ETMC Coin and the celeb-brand connection platform innovate traditional marketing and 

new forms of digital marketing using blockchain technology. This platform strengthens the 

connection between celebs and brands through transparency, reliability, customized 

targeting, and a performance-based reward system, transforming their collaboration into a 

more valuable and efficient experience. ETMC Coin sets a new direction for the future of 

the entertainment industry and celeb-brand marketing, redefining creative collaborations.
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3-2. Data Analysis and Influence Verification System

In the entertainment industry, data has become one of the most crucial assets. Accurate 

data analysis provides valuable insights for business strategies, marketing campaigns, 

content creation, and trend forecasting. The data analysis and influence verification 

system supported by ETMC Coin plays an essential role in utilizing this vast data to 

create new value and make strategic decisions.

Importance of Data Collection

The ETMC Coin platform collects various transaction and behavior data such as user 

interactions, purchasing behaviors, and content consumption patterns. This data is 

securely stored on the blockchain, providing consistent and immutable records. 

Additionally, user personal information is encrypted and protected, ensuring that only 

necessary data is analyzed and utilized without leaking sensitive information.

Analysis Tools and Metrics

The data analysis platform uses embedded analysis tools to process collected data 

according to various metrics. Detailed indicators like user engagement, conversion rates, 

content retention duration, and spread speed allow content creators and brands to 

precisely understand market responses and modify future strategies. This in-depth 

analysis plays a crucial role in maximizing marketing ROI and optimizing targeting.

Importance of Influence Verification

The influence of celebs and influencers goes beyond just follower counts, considering 

their engagement and interaction with fans. ETMC Coin’s influence verification system 

quantifies the communication effectiveness, fan base behavior patterns, and overall 

impact of specific celebs or influencers. This enables brands and advertisers to choose 

collaborations with individuals expected to yield the highest ROI, and celebs and 

influencers can accurately prove their market value.

Real-time Insights and Decision-Making

The platform collects and analyzes data in real-time, enabling users and creators to 

quickly respond to rapidly changing market conditions. These timely insights allow for 

swift responses to new trends, effective adjustments to marketing campaigns, and 

optimization of creative works in line with current trends.
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Enhanced User Experience

Another advantage of the ETMC Coin platform is enhancing the user experience. By 

analyzing individual preferences and behaviors, it offers personalized content 

recommendations and more customized interactions. This increases user satisfaction and 

loyalty to the platform.

ETMC Coin and its associated platform’s data analysis and influence verification system 

innovate the business models of the entertainment industry. The platform provides 

real-time insights through precise data analysis, verifies the actual influence of celebs and 

influencers, and offers customized experiences to users. This performance provides 

brands and advertisers with tools for more effective marketing planning, increases 

participation from users and content creators, and has the potential to bring profound 

changes across the entertainment industry in the long term.
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4. Token Economy and Business Model

The token economy of the ETMC Coin platform reconstructs the traditional economic 

model of the entertainment industry, creating a new value exchange system based on 

tokens. Here, tokens serve as digital assets with various roles, including user participation, 

rewards, and transaction means.

Purpose and Functionality of Tokens

ETMC Coin is a multipurpose token used within the platform, allowing users to utilize 

tokens for content purchases, service usage, participation rewards, and transactions. For 

instance, users can use ETMC Coin to buy concert tickets, purchase digital goods from 

artists, or contribute to crowdfunding. Additionally, active participation and contributions 

on the platform can earn users additional tokens as rewards.

Token Distribution and Flow

The token economy of ETMC Coin is based on a fair distribution mechanism. Initially, 

tokens are distributed to the public market through ICO (Initial Coin Offering) or IEO (Initial 

Exchange Offering). Subsequently, tokens circulate among various stakeholders such as 

platform users, creators, investors, and partnership companies. The platform manages the 

demand and supply of tokens to maintain value stability and encourage a healthy token 

economy.

Token-based Business Model

The business model of ETMC Coin is built around tokens. Creators can exchange their 

works and services for tokens, which allows them to generate independent revenue. The 

platform aims to build an active community and retain long-term users by rewarding 

participation with tokens. Furthermore, advertising and partnership contracts are also 

conducted in tokens, providing brands with opportunities to effectively promote their 

products within the platform.

Introduction of Staking and NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens)

ETMC Coin’s token economy introduces a staking mechanism, offering a system where 

token holders can deposit their tokens in the platform for a certain period and receive 

rewards. This allows investors to earn returns through tokens and increases the token 

demand within the platform, stabilizing the token’s value. Additionally, the introduction of 
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NFTs enables creators to tokenize their content, turning it into unique digital assets, and 

offers a new economic means to guarantee content ownership and originality.

The token economy and business model of the ETMC Coin platform innovate the 

traditional economic model and create a new system of value exchange. This model 

enables creators to monetize their work and encourages active user participation and 

long-term relationship building. ETMC Coin aims to bring fundamental changes to how 

tokens are acquired and exchanged in the entertainment industry and strives to create an 

ecosystem where all participants can share benefits.
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4-1. Definition and Uses of Tokens

Payment Method

ETMC Coin serves as the primary means of payment within the platform. This token can 

be used for various virtual and real services, including music downloads, movie viewing, 

concert ticket purchases, and paying registration fees for online courses. Users can 

directly reward content creators or participate in crowdfunding for new content using the 

token.

Rewards and Incentives

Platform users are rewarded with ETMC Coin for their participation and community 

activities. For instance, users can receive incentives for writing reviews on content, 

participating in specific events, or playing an active role on the platform. This transforms 

users into proactive participants and contributes to strengthening the community 

ecosystem.

Staking and Investment

Investors can contribute to and support the platform's growth by staking their tokens, 

earning profits in return. Staking involves depositing a fixed amount of tokens and in 

return, users gain rights to future rewards, voting, and participation in platform 

governance.

NFTs and Digital Assetization

ETMC Coin enables the conversion of content into NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens). This 

allows creators to turn their works or digital content into unique, valuable items, 

establishing ownership and enabling sales or trading in ways previously impossible.

Voting and Governance Participation

ETMC Coin is used for users to participate in platform governance and have a say in key 

decision-making processes. By holding tokens, users can vote on the platform's 

development direction, introduction of new features, and policy changes, establishing a 

democratic and participatory management system.

Central to Token Economy
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ETMC Coin acts as a catalyst in the token economy, not just as a means of storing value 

but driving active economic activities. It facilitates value exchange and circulation among 

contributors to the platform, including creators, users, and investors, enabling the growth 

and prosperity of the platform. Moreover, ETMC Coin provides a foundation for 

transparent and fair transactions, fulfilling its role as a functional asset reflecting the true 

value of the platform.

The diverse and flexible uses and functionalities of ETMC Coin hold significant importance 

beyond mere monetary value. This digital token strengthens interactions among creators, 

consumers, and investors within the entertainment industry, creates new investment 

opportunities, and promotes community-based governance and participation. The ETMC 

Coin economy overcomes the limitations of traditional economic models and contributes 

to creating a healthy ecosystem based on transparency, participation, rewards, and 

long-term value creation, representing a new business model.
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4-2. Token Distribution Plan

The token distribution plan is a crucial element for the success of a cryptocurrency 

project. ETMC Coin's distribution plan aims for long-term growth of the project and 

sustainable development of the ecosystem through appropriate allocation of the total 

token supply. This plan includes equitable profit distribution among stakeholders such as 

creators, users, investors, team members, and partner companies, as well as essential 

funding for the project.

Initial Coin Offering and Supply

The token distribution plan of ETMC Coin starts with an initial supply through an Initial 

Coin Offering (ICO) or other funding methods. This initial funding is used to cover 

essential startup costs like platform development, marketing, and legal advice. The early 

allocation of tokens provides investors with an initial opportunity to participate in the 

project and enjoy various benefits when using the platform in the future.

Rewards for Creators and Users

ETMC Coin is distributed to creators and users through a reward system based on 

participation and contribution to the platform. This reward mechanism provides incentives 

for content creation, user participation, platform feature improvements, and bug discovery, 

thereby energizing the platform's ecosystem and supporting long-term growth.

Allocation for Team Members and Advisors

The success of the project is attributed to the continuous efforts of team members. To 

acknowledge and motivate them, a reserved token allocation is provided for team 

members and advisors. This is typically distributed over a long-term vesting period to 

encourage the team's long-term participation and commitment to the project.

Partnerships and Strategic Investors

ETMC tokens are allocated to strategic investors and partner companies to facilitate 

strategic partnerships and collaborations. They play a crucial role in platform expansion, 

marketing, technological development, and network building. The distributed tokens are 

used as tools to encourage stakeholders to continuously contribute to the project's 

growth.
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Community Governance and Reward Pool

ETMC Coin platform reserves tokens for community governance and various competitions 

and events. This facilitates user participation in the platform's decision-making process 

and provides rewards for creative contests, trading, and intellectual competitions, 

promoting activity within the platform.
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4-3. Reward and Staking Model  

The reward and staking model of the ETMC Coin platform forms the core of the project, 

encouraging active contributions and investments from platform participants while 

ensuring the sustainability of the ecosystem.

Principles of the Reward Model

The reward model is a mutual compensation system based on platform participation. 

Activities such as user participation, content creation, sharing, and recommendations 

contribute to the activation of the platform, and ETMC Coins are awarded as rewards 

proportional to these contributions. Creators receive rewards when their content is 

consumed or promoted, and users contribute to strengthening the community base of the 

platform, receiving incentives for their efforts. This model motivates users to continuously 

contribute to the platform, creating a strong network effect. The reward system provides 

a driving force for the growth and self-strengthening of the platform's ecosystem and 

plays a crucial role in the utilization and circulation of ETMC Coins.

Mechanism of the Staking Model

Staking involves users depositing their ETMC Coins on the platform for an extended 

period. This contributes to the security and verification processes of the network and 

provides liquidity for platform transactions. Users who participate in staking keep their 

coins in a locked state during the lock-up period and receive specific rewards (interest or 

newly issued tokens) in return. The staking model generates a passive income for 

investors by holding ETMC Coins, reinforcing their willingness to invest in the platform 

long-term. Additionally, through staking, users can gain the right to participate in the 

platform's governance and decision-making processes.
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5. Roadmap and Future Plans

The roadmap of ETMC Coin follows a solid and phased approach, aiming not only for 

short-term achievements but also for long-term goals. It leverages the potential of 

blockchain technology and cryptocurrency to drive innovation in the entertainment 

industry, with key milestones organized in the following phases:

Initial Development Stage (Q1 - Q2)

 Platform Architecture Design: Designing the technical foundation and system 

architecture at the project's onset.

 Community Building: Focusing on building a community to encourage participation 

from early users and creators.

 Partnership Development: Strengthening the platform's position through strategic 

collaborations.

 Beta Version Release: Launching a beta version of the platform to gather feedback 

from initial users and creators.

Mid-Short Term Growth Strategy (Q3 - Q4)

 Establishing Production-Ready Status: Ensuring the platform's stability and offering 

complete services.

 Market Expansion: Increasing brand awareness and attracting more users through 

marketing and promotional activities.

 Platform Feature Expansion: Enhancing user experience and diversifying platform 

content by integrating new features.

Long-Term Strategy and Expansion (Next Year and Beyond)

 Global Expansion: Extending the platform to international markets and adapting to 

various cultures and markets.

 Product Diversification: Launching new applications and services to expand the 

platform's product range.

 Establishing Technological Leadership: Building industry leadership through 

continuous research and development in blockchain and cryptocurrency 
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technologies.

 Creating a Sustainable Ecosystem: Encouraging community and user base 

contribution to the platform's development through staking and governance 

participation.

ETMC Coin's vision and plans for the project are as follows:

 Leading Innovation: Staying at the forefront of technological development and 

continuously pursuing new innovations.

 Building a Mutually Beneficial Economic Ecosystem: Creating an economic system 

where users, creators, and investors all benefit, fostering a cooperative business 

environment.

 Expanding the Value-Based Community: Expanding the user and creator community 

centered around the core values of ETMC Coin and its related services and 

products.

The ETMC Coin roadmap and future plans encapsulate a long-term vision to transform 

the entertainment industry within the flexible and boundless framework of the new digital 

economy. Based on a meticulously designed roadmap, the project focuses on achieving 

technical, community, and business objectives, aiming to be a next-generation 

entertainment platform where all stakeholders enjoy equitable and just benefits.
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5-1. Short/Medium-Term and Long-Term Goals

(1) Short/Medium-Term Goals

Completion of Platform Technology Development

The goal is to complete the development of the platform technology, ensuring stability 

and user-friendliness. This involves establishing robust infrastructure capable of handling 

massive user traffic and optimizing software performance. The platform plans to 

continuously collect and reflect user feedback to identify and implement improvements.

Community Engagement and Growth

Building a strong and active community is a key objective. Initiating user participation and 

loyalty programs to enhance the value of the ETMC coin platform, focusing on forming 

organic relationships between creators and users is vital. Various activities such as 

discussion forums, educational workshops, and participation events will be supported to 

foster community growth and effectively reflect users' voices in platform development.

Partnership and Ecosystem Expansion

Expanding partnerships and the ecosystem is another goal. Collaborating with professional 

companies in various fields such as music, film, broadcasting, and gaming industries will 

enhance the usability of ETMC coins. Cooperation with partners will contribute to 

increasing the diversity of content, expanding the user base, and attracting strategic 

investments, thereby enhancing the competitiveness of the ETMC coin ecosystem.

(2) Long-Term Goals  

Establishing Global Leadership

In the long term, the aim is for ETMC coin to become a global leader in blockchain-based 

entertainment services. This includes providing global content suitable for various cultures 

and markets, and pursuing a role in private diplomacy to facilitate the import and export 

of content.

Building a Sustainable Economic Ecosystem

The goal is to build a sustainable economic ecosystem. This means developing an 
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environment where both creators and users can pursue mutual benefits, utilizing ETMC 

coin's rewards, staking, and investment models. Emphasizing the role of the coin beyond 

a mere transactional medium, and promoting active circulation within the platform through 

various economic activities, are key for long-term value creation and maintenance.

Technological Innovation and Application

Continuously pursuing technological innovation is crucial. Applying cutting-edge 

technologies like blockchain, artificial intelligence, and machine learning to develop new 

types of entertainment solutions, expanding functions within the platform, and maximizing 

user experience are planned.

The short/medium-term and long-term goals of ETMC coin will be achieved through a 

systematic approach. From the initial development stages to global expansion and 

technological innovation, phase-specific goals will be flexibly managed to reflect the 

project's progress and immediate industry trends. Both short/medium-term and long-term 

goals are strategically pursued with a focus on establishing ETMC coin and platform's 

leadership within the industry, creating new opportunities for activities, and fostering a 

sustainable economic ecosystem.
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5-2. Anticipated Milestones

In the ETMC coin project, milestones play a crucial role in selecting significant 

achievements of the platform and tracking the planned progress path. These milestones 

assess the health of the project and clearly demonstrate its progress to investors and the 

community. The detailed milestones are as follows:

Initial Development and Beta Testing (Year 1 Q1-Q2)

 Development of Prototypes and System Architecture: In the initial phase, functional 

prototypes of the platform are built, and an overall architecture is designed.

 Testnet Deployment: An alpha version of the testnet is deployed to test basic 

functions and interfaces and collect initial user feedback.

 Acquisition of Initial Users and Creators: Marketing activities are conducted to 

attract early users and creators to participate in the project, fostering the first 

community growth.

Feature Expansion and Diversification (Year 1 Q3-Q4)

 Development and Integration of Additional Features: Additional features such as 

cryptocurrency wallets, exchange integration, and smart contract platforms are 

developed and integrated into the platform.

 Beta Version Launch: A beta version with enhanced features is released and tested 

with a larger user base.

 Market and User Base Expansion: Strategic marketing campaigns are executed to 

increase the platform's visibility and attract new users.

Mainnet Launch and Operational Stabilization (Year 2 Q1-Q2)

 Official Mainnet Launch: The mainnet is launched to the public market, ensuring 

that all users can smoothly use all functions of the platform.

 Initial Liquidity and Exchange Offerings: Various liquidity options and exchange 

products are provided using ETMC tokens, expanding trading opportunities for 

users.

Continuous Community Growth and Enhancement (Year 2 Q3-Q4)
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 Continuous Community Engagement Programs: Regular online community events, 

participation rewards, and activity incentives are implemented to encourage user 

participation.

 Building a Cooperative Network Between Creators and Users: Infrastructure is 

established to maximize collaboration and interaction between creators and users.

Long-Term Development and New Market Entry (Year 3 and Beyond)

 Global Market Expansion: Partnerships are built in various regions, and the platform 

is supported in multiple languages to secure an international user base.

 Advanced Features and New Product Launches: The platform's service range is 

expanded through advanced features and new product offerings.

Cross-Blockchain and DeFi Integration: Interoperability between blockchains is 
supported, and service payment methods are diversified through integration with 
decentralized financial services.

Comprehensive Assessment of Anticipated Milestones

 Establishing International Leadership of the Platform: Establishing a multinational 

platform leading blockchain technology in the entertainment sector.

 Self-Growth of the Ecosystem: Users and creators grow and strengthen the 

ecosystem through reward and staking systems.

 Setting Standards in the Entertainment Industry: Setting norms in the 

blockchain-applied entertainment industry, operating safely within a legal 

framework.

In this way, the ETMC coin project sets clear and concrete milestones to realize the 

project's goals in phases. Each milestone provides important performance indicators for 

the project, enhancing the platform's credibility and value through successful achievement, 

and laying the foundation for long-term s


